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STUDENT-LED VOLUNTEER ORG. CREATES LIGHTHOUSE FILM FESTIVAL, AN OPEN ENTRY VIRTUAL FILM FESTIVAL FOR STUDENTS

Fresno, CA (8/7/20) — SHINE 4 Education, a student-led volunteer organization, is opening the inaugural Lighthouse Film Festival, an open entry film festival for elementary and intermediate students across the country.

The Lighthouse Film Festival was founded by Claudia Hooten, retired teacher of 36 years, and SHINE 4 Education is taking the lead to provide an accessible and engaging experience for students looking to enter the world of film. Film submissions close on October 9th and the virtual event will stream live from YouTube on November 23rd.

Adapting to social distancing rules has been an open challenge for the SHINE 4 Education team but they felt this project is necessary for the community. “When I taught filmmaking and assigned documentaries with the theme of Overcoming the Odds, my students produced powerful stories. That inspired me to host a film festival that could reach people experiencing adversity. As student-produced films are showcased on the big screen, the stories will spread messages of hope, encouragement, and opportunity to people carrying personal burdens,” says Hooten. In lieu of the big stage experience, SHINE 4 Education will provide a personal experience for each student-filmmaker by awarding t-shirts and conducting individual interviews in order to recognize and honor their films.

The 2020 Theme of the Lighthouse Film Festival is Overcoming The Odds. To participate in the film festival, students must upload their films to YouTube and adhere to the genre-specific guidelines for films1. Students may choose to submit in any of the three categories: Personal Narratives, Documentaries, and PSAs. Any participant can enlist the tutoring of SHINE 4 Education’s wide bank of experienced videographers. For more information, participants must go to https://shine4education.org/lighthouse-film-festival.

SHINE 4 Education was founded by a group of four high school students seeking to enrich the education system. Expanding to over 30 different members, the organization is continuing to grow and expand into new fields. To contribute directly to their efforts, please visit https://shine4education.org/contact-us.
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1 The Lighthouse Film Festival Guidelines https://shine4education.org/grade-guidelines




About SHINE 4 Education

SHINE 4 Education is a student-led volunteer organization from Fresno, CA founded in 2020. Dedicated to shining a light for kids in need, SHINE creates educational programs and content to guide children throughout their education. Their innovative structure for education reform focuses on five subjects: Engineering Design, Environmental Science, Media Productions, Patient Care, and Political Science & Law. The Lighthouse Film Festival is their first initiative in their lineup of projects.

